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Treyarch returns to its typical form with a zombies partition in this year's Call of Duty package. Die Maschine in Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War is a fantastic map with some nods to the past and lots of secrets to unravel your underground aether. In this guide, we will give you a primer for the most important new features
presented by the map, and we will offer some tips to help you survive and pick up those expensive aster crystals. Turn on the power and pack-a-punch early (Image Credit: Activision)When you meleed your way through the first few rounds to get extra points, start opening the door and pushing into the inner sanctum Die
Maschine. Follow the purple arrows on the device and the red button, only by opening the door you need to open to save money. When power is there, an anomaly should appear in the center. Go through (make sure you have 500 points) and you can follow the white crystallised walls to the Aether portal. Pay your head
and you'll go down to the room with the car part. Take this to the center of the device to activate the Pack-A-Punch machine, where you can pay 5,000 points to make your weapon monster. Easy pea! Use the arsenal and craft table (Video credit: Activision)When the power is there, you can also take advantage of the
arsenal and craft table. The arsenal is located in the upper right corner of the inner device, from the power button. Zombies will drop to save and parts that you can save by giving yourself armor and upgrade the weapon you use for damage. It is worth a visit if you can save a few zombies at the end of each round to get
some chores done. There is also a craft table, which is located in the tunnel on the way to the device. Here you can craft stim shots to keep you alive if you're corrupted, and even scorestreaks and self-revived sets at a high level. Get the right perks (Image Credit: Activision)When you have power and picked up a decent
gun, head back to the big box from the way you came to get jugger-nog left. This is the most important privilege because it gives you more health to keep you alive when you are poisoned by plague zombies. Then you can pick up elemental soda from the power button room to give your gun a random shot effect. Fast
resuscitation is also convenient if you're playing in a team. You can find it outside, through the Nacht der Untoten building. Beware of megaton monsters (Image Credit: Activision)Every few rounds you get a visit from plague hounds that are not too much trouble. But between the rounds of zombies and plague, you can
get a visit from Megaton, an irradiated boss monster with a gigantic health bar. First of all, focus them, because they can quickly destroy your health bar with various attacks. And whatever you do, don't get close or go down. Megaton can split into two smaller radioactive zombies that deal with similar damage, so make
sure they're gone when you're done turning it off. Use outdoors Less cramped zombie train if you need space. Source: ActivisionBest answer: Yes. We don't have too much information right now, but we know that Zombies mode will be included in Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War and that it's packing some new
features. Yes, Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War will have zombies in mode, much like every Treyarch created by Call of Duty in the name before it. Zombie mode is set again in an alternative universe, and the story focuses on, as new horrors are unearthed. The reveal gave us some new information. This time,
when you start, you don't have to start with a pistol, but instead a particular loadout that you've created. Players will also be able to call killstreaks or even evacuate the map for special awards. The big reveal, though, was that there would be cross-game support for the first time. According to the official website, you can
form teams through platforms and generations. There will also be cross progression so you can advance your Battle Pass in zombie mode. Finally, Zombies will also get free after launching DLC. It also marks a big departure for the franchise, which used to feature map packages that you had to buy. At the moment, we
do not have much more details, but based on past games, players can expect various maps with various complex scenarios to survive and easter eggs. Call of Duty: Black Ops cold war zombies what other regimes will be involved? In Zombies, Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War will have a campaign and based on
a review we've verified seems to be a globetrotting political thriller. Warzone continues, with cross-progression between battle royale mode and multiplayer kit. All different multiplayer modes call of duty: Black ops of the Cold War, including zombies, have full cross-gameplay and cross-progression. Call of Duty: Black Ops
of the Cold War is set for release November 13 on the PS5, PS4, PC, Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S and Xbox One. It may yet end up being one of the best PS5 launch games. A little more special This is the standard version of the game PS5. This version can only be played on the PS5 and takes advantage of the new
system with hardware beam tracking and greatly reduced load time. Two copies, one price cross-gen edition of Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War are exactly what it sounds like: you get one copy of the PS4 then another copy of the PS5. Anything missed by the Ultimate Edition involves a cross-gene edition game
along with tons of extras, including battle pass and 20-stage misses. Grab it if you're going hard in warzone. We can earn commissions on purchases using our links. learn more, find out more. Source: ActivisionBest Answer: There are several different editions of Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War. The biggest
question to ask yourself if you want a next generation update or not. Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War have been revealed and are up to a variety of preorder Currently, four to four editions of the game have been announced. We break down what you get with each version of the game below, although it's worth
noting that any digital pre-order provides access to operator Frank Woods and the assault rifle weapon plan used in Call of Duty: Warzone.: Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War Standard Edition - PS4: Standard Game Edition PS4. Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War Standard Edition - PS5: Standard Edition game PS5. Call
of Duty: Black Ops Cold War Cross-Gen Edition: Includes a copy of the game PS4 and PS5. Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War Ultimate Edition: Includes a copy of the game PS4, PS5, land, sea and air package consisting of three operator skins, three vehicle skins, and three weapons project and finally battle pass
bundle with 1 Season Battle Pass and 20-tier Skips. Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War Editions How Do Updates Work? This is, in fact, a complex topic. We completely divide what are the differences between generation call of duty: Black Ops Cold War editions, but the simple version is that if you want to play a version
of the next gene game, you're definitely better off buying a copy of the cross-gene. Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War is set for release on November 13 on PS5, PS4, PC, Xbox Series X and Xbox One. The campaign promises an exciting tale of player selection and espionage, and multiplayer returns along with the
famous zombie mode. If everything comes together, it could end up being one of the best PS5 launch games. Simple and basic This is a standard copy of the PS4 game, without additional frills. You will still be able to play your PS5, but it won't take advantage of the new hardware. A little more special This is the standard
version of the game PS5. This version can only be played on the PS5 and takes advantage of the new system with hardware beam tracking and greatly reduced load time. Two copies, one price cross-gen edition of Call of Duty: Black Ops of the Cold War are exactly what it sounds like: you get one copy of the PS4 then
another copy of the PS5. Anything missed by the Ultimate Edition involves a cross-gene edition game along with tons of extras, including battle pass and 20-stage misses. Grab it if you're going hard in warzone. We can earn commissions on purchases using our links. learn more, find out more. Among the missions of
Call of Duty: Black Ops for the Cold War campaign, you'll find yourself against challenging puzzles that can give you access to special side missions, arcade machines and terminals that all provide a broader context for the game's narrative series, or provide fun aside from the chaos. As well as unlocking the secret
inventory, we're going to run through how you can decrypt the floppy disk and view the right suspects to complete operation red circus and Operation Chaos missions. All three of these puzzles require a decent amount of legwork, with math and critical thinking skills Fortunately, we will show you how to make each of
these tasks insignificant, using evidence gathered from the main missions of the game. How to unlock inventory Call of Duty Black Ops Cold War (Image Credit: Activision)The first task you can perform when you start a campaign is unlocking inventory. When you take control of the CIA Safehouse, look around for little
scrapbooks containing newspaper articles and records. You should be able to find a Dallas News article, a Warren Commission piece and clinical records. Each of these exchange boards will have two bold numbers. Pay attention to them on a piece of paper and then go to the inventory door, which remained from
Lazarus and have its own clipboard. There he will tell you in what order you need to enter numbers. In our case, we had six, three from Dallas Article, 2, two from Warren and 1.1, from an autopsy report. The inventory clipboard told us that the order was Clinical, Warren and Dallas, so the final deposit was 1.1,2,2,6,3.
Get inside and have fun with the arcade machine and terminal. Operation Chaos: How to decrypt the floppy disk (Video Credit: Activision)When we take every evidence from major missions using our handy evidence guide, you need to cross-reference all the evidence that you've noticed to unravel the code to decrypt the
floppy disk on the evidence board. If you look at the main page of the newspaper, you will get a place name from the letters in red. Ours was New York, which matched the numbers 4.0.1.6 on the numbers station broadcast. Then you need to open the encoded message, and you will see two question marks. The red and
blue numbers match the code, and you need to figure out what the answer is based on your personal message sheet. In our case, the blue numbers went up by four, 44,48,52,60,?,60, so our blue number was 56. Then we looked again at the broadcast of the number station, and Boise was marked with numbers 7.4,5,6,
so I realized that the red number we needed was 74. With that we had codes 4.0,1,6,7,4,5,6, so in the first call we entered 4016, and then Boise (not 7456!), to unlock the floppy disk and achieve the mission with all the necessary information. How to view suspects and complete operation Red Circus (Video credit:
activism)Once you take all the evidence of the Red Circus using our handy guide, you can now choose the option to view the suspects and find out the identity of the spies in the spy ring. What you have to do is cross-link information from the book with the remaining evidence at your disposal. In our case, we can use an
example of a Bearded Lady who was sent 15k by ringleader in Austria on 1/8/81. She then took part in a vote in parliament in France 1/21/90. We noted this to one of the female operatives on the list of suspects who had appropriate dates. You are looking for dates to sort out, but you can also check the middle the
nicknames of the operational staff. Watch when they say he or she wants to get the idea of spy sex if it's not clearly indicated in their code. Codename.
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